VIVA Teachers Talk

VIVA TEACHERS TWEET: TEACHER EVALUATION

STEP 1
Log in or create your twitter account.

STEP 2
Ask questions by tweeting using the hashtag
#VIVATeachers

STEP 3
Respond to members by clicking "Reply" on their tweet or tweet @**their twitter name**
(IE. @VIVAVoices)

Advertise on your social media platforms!
Want to share a link? Shorten it using: http://tiny.cc or https://bitly.com

TWEETS
Discussing #teachereval with #VIVATeachers. How can #eddata make a difference?
@VIVAVoices Should #teacher reflection writing be included in the #evaluation process?
How do you make the distinction between #CommonCore, #evaluation, and #assessments? #VIVATeachers

HASHTAGS
Education
#edchat
#edreform
#edpolicy
#edu
#education
#teachervoice
#teachereval

Tech
#edtech
#p2
#bigdata
#web20
#eddata

Start tweeting Q's today! #VIVATeachers
Join the conversation Monday Sept. 22nd 6:00 - 7:00 pm CST